L.A. Galerie Lothar Albrecht presents:

Liu Ding “Traces of Sperm”
May 9 to July 12, 2008
You and your friends are cordially invited to the opening on Friday,
May 9, from 7 p.m.
The artist will be present.

This exhibition will present a recent installation work by Liu

nent. Meanwhile he asks the audience to behave as if they

Ding. The artwork is constructed from oil paintings, furniture

were in a museum, moving their feet, stopping to read and

and utensils from daily life, and Liu Ding has made break

eventually entering into the special situation that the artist

throughs in his familiar creative form to complete this special

has set up. This is an experiential artwork, and strictly spea

work. The installation site is arranged as a scene from daily

king, it has already surpassed the category of installation.

life, with furniture and utensils in their normal places. When

In the unhealthy context of artists constantly making instal

the audience walks in, they immediately notice two giant

lations “bigger” and more “absolute”, Liu Dong asks in res

paintings hanging on the wall: one is of a giant erect penis,

ponse, what kind of artwork can move us and make us think?

and the other is completely filled by the face of a woman

Furthermore, is the force of the visual form still enough to

covered in semen. The two paintings are extremely rational

carry our desire for expression? The crux of this question

in the arrangement of the details and overall expression and

lies in the massive tension between art history and artistic

wholly without any artificial trappings, intentionally maintai

creation; have concepts hollowed us out, or have we hollo

ning a distance from the viewer to avoid any psychological

wed out concepts? A powerful conceptual work will create a

reactions. Looking back at the furniture and everyday ob

passage between personal spiritual history (whether or not

jects, the style of the reclining chair, table and shelf appear

the artist disappears in the end, or the audience has cultural

simple and even lazy, without any symbolic traits, and the

and psychological differences) and social history (whether it

bright sheen on the surface gives the whole scene an air of

is historical, cultural, religious or political), and its specific

magnificence with a touch of the abnormal. The audience

creative form should serve this purpose.

must be driven by this visual strike to move closer to these
objects. Each object bears an inscription, as if the audience

The addition of text has added to the work’s historical orien

is in a museum antique exhibition paying homage to the rem

tation. Text in itself is timely. Every text talks about historical

nants of history. Each inscription is different, handwritten by

people and people history, and the spiritual qualities of the

the artist in the first person, revolving around the theme of

text are manifested through this. The textual and other visual

“sex”, and organized chronologically.

forms come together to make the work more complex, esta
blishing a three dimensional structure of the internal and ex

Liu Ding hopes to explore new creative potential through this

ternal aspects of the work and enriching the work’s potential.

work, and this is the reason that he added the text compo

We actually saw a sprout of this in Liu Ding’s last important
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work, Tiger (2007), where the experience of reading Jorge

instinctual spiritual desire. This kind of “sexual desire” is no

Luis Borges served as the prehistory for the artwork. What’s

different in essence from “the pear blossoms have bloomed,

important, beyond the function that casting off text and rea

time for a spring rain” (written on the furniture), and it is not

ding has had for Liu Ding’s generation of artists, is that the

controlled by our so called “subjective” consciousness or

mutual use and functions of various art forms casts doubt on

intellect, so it is spiritual in a different sense. At the same time,

the legitimacy of each form, and reminds the artist and the

it has not lost its material nature, which has been preserved

audience about the resources that were ignored in the act of

retrospectively through text. While it has turned “sex” into a

focusing, catalyzing a wholly new vitality within each form.

historical testament, Liu Ding focuses more on the symbolic
function of “sex” (desire) and the spiritual drives it emits.

“Sexual desire” is the medium of expression for this work.
As one of the most symbolic, iconic and subversive con

“Sex” also directly references the body. The body is full of

cepts in the modern and contemporary context, “sex” has

desire, ability and will, or in other words, it is desire, ability

already become the most representative of social texts, the

and will. Foucault says that we’ve always believed the body

best habitat for all manner of discourse. People are continu

to be under the power of physiological processes, with no

ally exploring the deep psychological and social structure of

history of which to speak, but this is wrong. He says that the

“sex”, searching for associations of “sex” within all kinds of

body is in the process of change, and follows the different

layers, from instinct to power, speech, structure and culture.

rhythms of work, rest and celebration, and that it can be

The “sex” (desire) in Liu Ding’s work serves as a starting

poisoned by drugs, eating habits and moral order, and it res

point. Here, “sex” (desire) does not exist physically; it is not

trains itself. In other words, the body is a location, and histo

the repressed or the tamed or the opposite of virtue. Here

rical events are always unfolding upon it; the body is moving,

the artist treats it as an intuitive spiritual phenomenon, an

changeable, and can be struck by all forms of historical and
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cultural dialogues. It has never had a static form. Liu Ding

Liu Ding’s “labyrinth” is multidimensional, even dangerously

has marked the text written on the furniture and implements

ulterior in motive. He has inadvertently established a spiritual

with indicative times (different historical points between 1960

utopia through this method, moreover, he has been inad

and 2008), but maybe there is no historical appearance on

vertently repeating allusions to the “nihility”. The dramatized

a purely objective foundation. The choice of these points in

installment has taken pains to dilute the latent influence of

time merely point out to us that history is fluid, not progres

speech, and the “wrong path” has just happened to dis sol

sive. The possibility of distinguishing history itself falls upon

ve the possibility of “ambiguity” – Liu Ding’s job is to do his

the “body”, and the audience is asked to trace the spiritual

best to draw closer to history, “naked”, to attain the goal of

marks left by the “body”. History can only be perceived within

rethinking.

the structural relationship between these spiritual marks and
personal experience as well as memory.
Liu Ding’s works often create a special set of circumstances
for the audience, using various forms and techniques to add
to the artwork’s dramatic feel. The audience may be drawn
down the wrong path, or lost within the fragmented presen
tation of social and individual spiritual expression. And all
rules are hypothetical; the impenetrable labyrinth better
represents the spiritual reality than a straight path does.
Because of this, the viewer will surely be “drawn down the
wrong path”, which is the only way to draw closer to the “truth”.

Text: Su Wei
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Previous works

Installation at the Astrup Fearnley Museum of Modern Art, Oslo, 2007

Installation view „Samples from the Transition – Products“, L.A. Gallerie, Frankfurt, 2005 – 2006

„Cards for visual and intelligent Training“, paint of plywood, each 120 x 120 cm, 2008

Preview
L.A. Galerie, Frankfurt:
Zhao Liang “Videos und Photos”, July – Aug., 2008

Liu Ding, “Go China”, Groninger Museum, Netherlands,
23 March – 26 Oct. 2008,
“Far West”, Arnolfini, Bristol, 27 June – 31 August, 2008
Ken Lum, “Shanghai Biennal 2008”, 9 Sept. – 16 Nov. 2008

Peter Bialobrzeski “Lost in Transition”, Sept. – Oct., 2008
New books:
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Zhao Liang, 5th Berlin Biennial for Contemporary Art,
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Julian Faulhaber, Kunstverein Recklinghausen, Germany
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Christian Wolter, “Blühende Landschaften”, Kehrer Verlag

Art fairs:
Art Melbourne, 30 July – 3. Aug. 2008
ShContemporary, Shanghai, 10 – 13 Sept. 2008

